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Time and Scenario NavigationVR Interactions

Client-Server Architecture

A trainee can move through the virtual environment and manipulate the boundary condi-
tions of the simulation by placing flood barriers to test protection measures.

VR rendering of physically 
correct flooding levels, using  
a validated, robust simula-
tion [2].

Navigation in 
VR is done via 
trackpad input. 

Time navigation within a flooding scenario, as 
well as navigation between multiple simulation 
runs (scenarios) with different barriers can be 
done on the desktop client and in VR.

Flood simulations allow flood managers to predict 
possible flooding events, which are the basis for 
the development of response plans to mitigate 
flood risks.
Field personnel has to be trained to execute these 
response plans during emergency situations. 
Virtual reality (VR) offers a safe and inexpensive 
way to create training environments for different 
scenarios as an alternative to costly or unfeasible 
physical training environments.
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We present a flood response training system with the following features:

We evaluated the per-
formance of our system, 
using four different city 
models with different ter-
rain size, cell size, and 
number of rendered ob-
jects like buildings or 
trees.

The flood simulation is provided by the decision 
support and flood simulation system Visdom [1], 
which runs on the server. The rendering is done 
on the client, using the high performance render-
ing engine Aardvark [3]. Our VR client connects 
Visdom with the rendering engine.

An operator supervises and assists the trainee from a 
linked desktop application.
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► Collaborative operator-trainee setup.
► Client-server architecture using the remote flood simula- 
 tion system Visdom [1].
► Fast data updates on the VR client.
► Smooth flood animation for large scenes.
► Manipulation of boundary conditions of the simulation   
 from within the VR client.
► Interactive navigation through time and scenarios, in VR.
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